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the first spin 

doctor manual



Lenin´s three step

guide for a revolution



1

Get professional help
(PR Specialists)



2

Get popular support
(social engament)



3

Get your own media
(propaganda)



More 

Pravda´s

Pravda: first buzzword



add on: you can smoke 

the pravda



revolutionary  

benchmarking



The Brioche that

changed the

world



Paris 1780



"Qu'ils 

mangent de 

la brioche"

Jean-Jacques Rousseau 1782

Pamphlet 



great Word of Mouth 

strategy



human rights 

declaration

Enlightenment

Brioche



Normandy 1944

Worst soundbite ever: 

“Les sanglots longs des 

violons de l'automne" 



Sierra Maestra 1958



"…Aquí Radio Rebelde, the 

voice of the Sierra Maestra, 

transmitting for all Cuba on 

the 20-meter band at 5 and 9 

pm daily…”



Beijing 1968



Dazibao

Publish to wall

Share your thoughts

Facebooks grand father



French Revolution



October Revolution



Normandy invasion



Cuban Revolution



Cultural Revolution



NeoCon Revolution



How would you 

broadcast the code 

for the invasion of 

europe today?



“Les sanglots longs 

des violons de 

l'automne" 
twitting material: 37 characters



The next revolution is a 2.0 revolution



Free and unlimited time

necessity
cheap

Tradicional media have 

commercials



People believe 

they are important



Empowerment: 

social media are 

the modern dazibao



My couch is my 

sierra maestra
the 31 da Armada 

experiment



since 2006



Creating our own media

Multichannel 

media

Multimedia 

contents

Special 

coverages  

Agit prop

Right wing 

Conservative

Pro bush

Monarchy 

friendly



Operation: Flags of our

grand grand fathers

Lisbon 2009



Lisbon 1910



31 da armada celebrates the 

republics  100 years 





Chain reaction

08:00

Teaser campaign

(facebook/twitter)

10:30

First news online

12:00

Manifesto and video
teaser

(blogger)

13:30

Headline in google news

17:00

The video is hacked and
copied

18:30 

The video is published

20:00 

Making the news in all
television networks





13 copies of the video 

not including the online newspappers

2 times opening news 

in google and sapo

Top 5 news in the main 

online newspappers

6544 posts in blogs

Total radio, newspapper 

and television coverage



the major effect: 

The copy cat effect



The revolution 

failed but 

monarchy is now 

trendy



tks Lenin!



the first international 

speech about politics and 

social media without 

speaking of Obama´s 

campaign


